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Hello friends,
Since this is the first newsletter in the year, I want to wish you all a
Happy New Year although 2/12 th of the year has already gone by!
For Maharashtra Foundation, the year started with two events namely
Maharashtra Foundation Social Service and Literature Awards ceremony
in Pune and Youth Wellness Camp in Harali. The award ceremony took
place on 13th January 2012 in Bal Gandharav Hall and it was a wonderful
event when Mangesh Padgaokar and G.G. Parikh were awarded
“Lifetime Achievement awards” for literature and social service
respectively. Guest speaker Neela Satyanarayan (Chief election
commissioner) said that “such energizing event gives energy and “a will
power” to work towards your goals in life.” Dr Mohan Dharia (trustee of
Sadhana Publication) presided over the function and remarked that
seeing such awardees being honored gives positive energy.
The Youth Wellness camp took place at Jnana Prabodhini – Harali from
16th January till 19th January. This was second year of the camp and it
had an additional feature of women’s health awareness. It was an added
feather in the cap for Jnana Prabodhini personnel that they took the
initiative in such critical and sensitive issue.
As you know, we had invited Jyoti Mhapsekar of Stree Mukti Sanghatana
as keynote speaker at our fund raiser in November 2011. During my trip
to India, I got the opportunity to see Stree Mukti Sanghatana’s project
work and where MF’s donation dollars are being used. The work being
done for rag pickers children is tremendous. Also I could meet with Mrs.
Nirmala Purandare of Vanasthali Grameen Vikas Kendra and Student
Welfare Association. Vanasthali organization is also doing great work in
eight districts of Maharashtra imparting education through “Balwadi”,
hobby classes and vocational training in rural area. They have future
plans of organizing large scale Balwadi-teacher training programs, mobile
library and holding personality development camps for adolescent girls.
During 2011, we enrolled five life members, two patron and two
benefactor members. These memberships mean a lot to the Foundation
as such memberships strengthen the organization. As you all know, it is a
requirement of Maharashtra Foundation that all donors need to be
members. I would appeal to all of you to convert your annual
memberships to life, patron or benefactor membership.
Although we collected over $400K during 2011, I would like to see
Foundation generating more donations in 2012 and sponsoring more
projects in Maharashtra and also here in the US. Please share your ideas
and thoughts in promoting work of Maharashtra Foundation all over
North America, especially in the youth.

Shaila Vidwans
President, Maharashtra Foundation
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Maharashtra Foundation’s

MF’s Presentation at

Annual Fund Raising Event at NJ

Connecticut , Ann Arbor and
Philadelphia Marathi Mandal

Indian community generally gets very busy in last few
months of the year. Starting with Navaratri festival,
people have family Diwali celebrations and local
organizations have variety of community programs.
Then we celebrate the American tradition of “Thanks
Giving”. And the year ends with Christmas. This is the
time of the year when Maharashtra Foundation (MF)
also holds its annual Fund raising event. Last year the
event was held on 13th November 2011 at the Ukrainian
Cultural Centre, Somerset, NJ at 3 PM. The guests
started arriving a little after 2:30PM .It was a well
attended, enjoyable and inspiring event. The donors and
well wishers of MF have this opportunity to mingle and
socialize. The program started with Indian and American
National anthems and Maharashtra Foundation Geet.
Shaila Vidwans, MF President, made a short welcome
speech and gave a general scope of Foundation’s activities. Part of the evening is generally some entertainment
program. Last year MF invited artists Mukud Marathe
and Shekhar Sakhalkar from California Arts Association
(CALAA) to performa “Pu. L. – Ek Anand yatraa” - a
tribute to the legendary Marathi writer. The audience
thoroughly enjoyed the presentations.
After the cocktail hour, the serious business started. A
short video film showcasing the journey of MF, its
projects and activities was shown. It was followed by the
keynote speech. Jyoti Mhapsekar, a “Ashoka“ fellow and
a dynamic founder and leader of Stree Mukti
Sanghatana was the keynote speaker. She felt it would
be a better way of bringing out the details of her work
through an interview style of conversation rather than a
speech. Meena Deodhar graciously accepted the
responsibility and interviewed Jyotitai who touched the
hearts of the attendees which reflected in the fund
raising that followed. At this time young volunteers
presented the projects supported by MF. This enabled
the donors to decide which projects to send donation
to. Amount of over $90,000 was collected in the
evening. Also, at this fund raising event, MF recognized
Ms. Arundhati Vinod (MF’s past president) for her
dedication to MF, over a decade. In addition to the very
appealing and informal conversation with Jyotitai, the
theatrical performances by Mukund Marathe and
Shekhar Sakhalkar, delicious snacks, food, drinks and
ambience proved to add to the social networking mood.
The evening ended with a vote of thanks.
MF had also organized multiple events where Jyotitai’s
work was promoted. Lecture meetings with Princeton
University South Asian Students Association and UPenn student Association were arranged.
Maharashtra Foundation fund raising event has been
the tradition for many years and we want to continue it. It
is possible only because of all donors and supporters of
the Foundation.

Maharashtra Foundation and Connecticut Marathi
Mandal (CTMM) organized a fundraising event to help
the various projects undertaken by Maharashtra
Foundation (MF). The event was held on November 19,
2011 in Farmington, CT as a "नाट्य-संध्या". Since the
event date was close to Thanksgiving, the event was
publicized as –“This year
celebrate "Thanksgiving" by
giving, and someone, somewhere will thank you forever,
along with enjoying an evening of dinner and dramas
by talented CTMM and Boston area artists.
The program consisted of 2 plays performed by CT and
Boston area artists, fundraising, and Marathi style
dinner.
The CTMM Drama Group presented "काही Up काही Down" - (वसंत कानेटकर लिखित 'िेकुरे
उदं ड झािी' या नाटकाचे नव्याने िेिन आखि सादरीकरि घेवन
ू
आिे

CTMM मधीि नाट्यप्रेमी. कथेचा गाभा तोच असिा

तरी गोष्ट घडते अमेररकेमधे. संवादातीि गद्य आखि पद्याची
गुंफि यांनी रलसकांना खिळवून ठे विे.

The Boston group ("रं गमंचाचे मराठी ममत्र”) presented
"Made For Each Other" The audience enjoyed this
humorous satire finding themselves in one of the
characters on the stage...).
During the fundraising part of the evening, Sharayu
Tulpule presented MF activities and made an appeal for
help. The audience responded by donating $17,000
towards various MF projects. To a significant number of
people in the audience, MF was an unknown entity.
Thus, this evening helped create awareness about MF
activities amongst CT and Boston Marathi communities.
Sharayu Tulpule (Farmington CT)
***
A brief overview of the activities of Maharashtra
Foundation was presented on November 19th, 2011 at
Diwali program of Ann Arbor Marathi Mandal.
Anand Sharangpani made a few opening remarks summarizing the history and goals of MF. It was followed by
screening a Video showing the past and current projects
undertaken by the Foundation. At the end of the program the pledge forms and brochures were distributed
to the interested members of the audience.
Similar presentation of MF work was also conducted at
Philadelphia Marathi mandal on November 12, 2011, at
mandal’s Diwali program.
It was a great opportunity to generate interest in the
many young members of the Mandal who were unaware
of the existence of the Foundation and its activities. It is
hoped that such outreach programs will help participation of Marathi speaking populace outside the tri state area on the east coast.
Anand Sharangpani ( Ann Arbor, MI)
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Maharashtra Foundation Awards’ (2011) Ceremony
for Literature & Social Work

In the photo: From left to right :
Satish Kalsekar[Sahitya Aparamparik Puraskaar], Mangesh Narayanrao Kale [Sahitya--Lalit], Chandrakant Wankhade
[Sahitya Vishesh], Achala Joshi [Sahitya Vishesh], Mangala Athalekar [Sahitya Vaicharik], Sushama Deshpande [Natya
Puraskar], Sunil Deshmukh, Mangesh Padgaonkar [Sahitya Jeevan Gaurav Puraskaar], Neela Satyanarayan [Chief
Guest], Padma Bhoosahn Madhav Gadgil [Keynote Speaker] , G. G. Parikh [Samaj Sewa Jeevan Gaurav Puraskar] ,
Shaila Vidwans , Neelima Mishra [Youth Award], Jyoti Mhapsekar [Samaj Sewa Vishesh Puraskaar], Suniti Sulabha
Raghunath [Prabodhan] , Brayan Lobo [Asanghatit Kashtakari] , Subhash Lomte [Rural Development],
Narendra Dabholkar

awareness and for their contribution to the welfare of
unorganized laborers. The award consists of Rs.50,000
and a memento.
Writer Mangesh Narayan Kale was felicitated for his
collection of poems, ’ iÉ×iÉÏrÉ mÉÑÂwÉÉcÉå AÉaÉqÉlÉ’ while Satish

Maharashtra Foundation’s 17th annual awards (2011)
ceremony for literature and social work for the year
took place on 13thth January 2012, at Balgandharva
Rangmandir, Pune.
Under the leadership of Mr. Sunil Deshmukh, (FL), MF
has been recognizing the significant work of individuals
in the field of literature (since 1994) and social-work
(since 1996) in Maharashtra, by way of annual awards.
The awards ceremony included six awards for literature,
six for social work and one for theatre. The Sahitya
Jeevangaurav award was given to renowned Marathi
poet Mangesh Padgaonkar and Samaj karya Jeevangaurav award was presented to GG Parikh. The awards
comprise Rs.2 lakh and a memento each.
Suniti SR from Pune, Subhash Lomte from Aurangabad
and Bryan Lobo from Thane were honoured for social

Kalsekar was honoured for his book, ‘uÉÉcÉhÉÉîrÉÉÇcÉÏ

UÉåeÉÌlÉzÉÏ’ and Mangala Athalekar was awarded for her
book, ‘qÉWûÉmÉÑÂwÉÉÇcrÉÉ lÉeÉUåiÉÔlÉ x§ÉÏ’.Authors Chandrakant
Wankhede and Achala Joshi were also honoured for
their books, ‘AÉmÉÑsÉÉÍcÉ uÉÉS AÉmÉhÉÉxÉÏ’ and ‘AÉ´ÉqÉ lÉÉÇuÉÉcÉå

bÉU’ respectively. All these awards comprise Rs. 25,000
and a memento. Jyoti Mhapsekar and Magsaysay
awardee Nilima Mishra were felicitated for their efforts in
the field of social welfare.
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2nd “Youth Wellness Camp” at
Jnana Prabodhini, Harali, Jan 16-19, 2012
Last year Maharashtra Foundation (MF) conducted a
Youth Wellness Camp for Jnana Prabodhini (Harali)
students in partnership with Share and Care Foundation
(SCF) – a US based non-profit organization. SCF have
been doing such camps in Gujarat for past several years
but last year was their first experience in Maharashtra.
After successful completion of the camp last year, it was
decided to continue the project. This year, the team of
included Dr. Bharati Mullick, Dr. Kumud Shah, Dr.
Sudha Sanganee (dentist), and Dr. Aditi Sharangpani.
Vasumati Deshpande, Sunanda Oka, Chandrakantbhai
Shah, Hasitbhai Parekh and myself, we formed a team
of volunteers and worked as assistants to the doctors.

To sustain this program, it was felt necessary to have
local teachers trained to maintain the program during the
year. Head nurse Mrs. Sathe and her co-workers were
sent to ARCH for training.
Our presence was instrumental in getting the local
professionals to participate this year also and there were
other local physicians on hand to compliment our work.
The local team consisted of OBGYN, an ENT specialist,
an ophthalmologists, general practitioners. One student
of Ayurvedic Medicine and some medical students from
Pune also attended the camp. This year, during the 3day camp, we examined 250 students. Some students
had acute illness/conditions for which they were either
treated or referred to the doctors in Solapur.

As we know, Harali was heavily destroyed in the
earthquake of 1993. The village was reconstructed by
providing jobs to the adult residents and education to the
children. Jnana Prabodhini school has been imparting
education to over 300 students from Harali as well as
other nearby villages.

Approximately 5% of the students had respiratory, 13%
abdominal, 6% of the students had hemoglobin lower
than 10gms (anemic), 8% dental, 8% skin, 6% ENT, 5%
orthopedic, and 8% had minor miscellaneous
complaints. There were no students with cardiac issue.
Since this year, there was no psychiatrist on the team,
the scope of the camp did not cover assessment of
learning disabilities. Familial and societal factors which
also might affect the well being of these students also
need to be studied. Some of the recommendations were
to create medical intake forms containing details of the
child’s immunizations etc., clinic note per child which
should have all the info for just the clinic, data collection
card to collect extra data about diagnoses etc. and the
plan which can be filled out during the clinic visit for later
inputting and analysis. Dr. Madhavi Rayate immediately
took up the responsibility of creating and maintaining
such medical records for the students.

We arrived in Solapur in early morning of 16th January
and went to Harali. Like last year, our team received
very warm welcome. There was so much enthusiasm in
the student community about the camp! The staff and
student community are such dedicated and disciplined
group of individuals!. The facilities were absolutely
clean. The initial planning for the camp had started in
USA a few months before the camp. MF and SCF had
done all preparation like setting the dates, forming the
team, working with Jnana Prabodhini for local
arrangements, logistics, procurement of medicines,
supplies etc. Medicines and supplies for common
ailments were shipped from LOCOST pharmacy through
another NGO called “ARCH” beforehand.
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Female infanticide has become a very critical and
sensitive issue in the rural part of India.

Nearly 1350 girls and women from surrounding villages
were brought in to school by the Jnana Prabodhini
workers by the school vehicles. A tremendous amount
of work was put into publicity and logistics to bring so
many women to school where they were given
counseling lectures, and were shown small informative
videos and provided consultation.
On 19th January 2012, there was a farewell function in
the morning and students performed a nice cultural and
gymnast show. After that we started off on our return
journey via Halo medical Foundation. Bharat Vaidya was
an initiative that Halo Foundation had launched many
years back with financial aid from MF. The first Bharat
Vaidya were trained in 1997 and the program has
expanded significantly since then. Dr. Ahankari had
arranged a meeting with the Bharat Vaidya workers from
the surrounding villages.
About 25 such women had gathered to meet with us and
told us their success stories. This program has very successfully penetrated in the interior sections in the area.
They narrated how they have gone about bringing the
pregnant women to the hospitals for deliveries. Then we
visited HALO medical foundation, saw their nurses’
training school. Over 70 villages are connected to HALO
medical foundation’s health and microfinance programs.
Their work has impacted the lives of thousands in the
Osmanabad and Solapur Districts of Maharashtra.
Also on 19th January, HALO Medical Foundation, with
the financial aid from MF, launched Maternal Health
Care Slum volunteer project – a community volunteer
training program. It was held in Samaj Kalyan Hall in
Rang Bhavan Chauk, Solapur. This is a project that will
train self-help group members in primary maternal
health care and through them promote health awareness among the pregnant women in slums of Solapur
city. One trained woman will cover population of 1000
women - i.e. pregnant women among 1000 women.
Awareness, support,
access to free government services, etc. will be provided by the health workers.

Keeping this important initiative in focus, Jnana
Prabodhini wanted to add another very important
feature to this year’s camp. Women’s sex education and
awareness became the focal point during this camp.

Youth Wellness Camp is a project that Maharashtra
Foundation should continue for few more years to study
the impact on the well being of the children of Harali
village.

Shaila Vidwans
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AIDS Relief International

Appeal for support to Constructive Social
Capital of Baba Amte's Anandwan

With Sion (Mumbai) Clinic Staff

Gaurie Tilak

AIDS Relief International (ARI) was founded in 2009 by
Brown University students Gaurie Tilak and Cara Smith.
The organization aims to improve the efficacy of large-scale
AIDS relief efforts by addressing issues such as nutrition,
transportation and education.
ARI’s current project is the Children’s Nutrition Project in
Mumbai, India. The Lokmanya Tilak Municipal General
(LTMG) Hospital is home to the only children’s HIV clinic in
the state of Maharashtra. The children who seek treatment
at the clinic range from newborn infants to teenagers and
were all born with HIV. Many of these children come from
poor urban families and suffer from nutritional deficits in
addition to HIV.
Without proper nutrition, children’s bodies remain weak and
are unable to process the strong medication they must take
to keep their infection under control. Treatment for AIDS
consists of a combination of several pills called a cocktail,
each of which comes with its own list of side effects. These
side effects can make children feel even sicker if their bodies are weak from malnutrition. This makes it difficult for
children to adhere to the drug regimen. In addition, children
with HIV require more calories and micronutrients than
other
children because their bodies need to grow and
develop while fighting off the infection.
AIDS Relief International collaborated with the Departments
of Pediatrics and Nutrition at LTMG Hospital to develop a
nutritional supplement that can be given to children before
they begin treatment for HIV. The supplement will correct
nutritional deficiencies so that children will feel better when
they take their medication, not worse.
The supplement comes in the form of a laddoo, making it
palatable and attractive to children, many of whom are wary
of taking more pills. It contains enough fat and protein to
correct for their caloric deficiencies and also contains micronutrients such as vitamins A and C.
Twenty children are currently enrolled in the program and
another twenty have families that have expressed interest.
The project is being supported by generous grants from the
Maharashtra Foundation and Brown University.
Gaurie Tilak (New Jersey )
Founder, AIDS Relief International
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Maharogi Sewa Samiti, Warora was founded by my
grandfather, world renowned
humanitarian and
peacemaker late ‘Baba Amte’, way back in 1949. This
organization had a very humble beginning wherein
Baba with mere fourteen rupees in his pocket but with
visionary determination. He, accompanied by my
grandmother Smt. Sadhana Tai and a few leprosy
patients set about carving a home for the socially deprived and stigmatized lepers on a barren piece of land
which was aptly named ‘’Anandwan’’ (Forest of Bliss).
We are proud to inform you that in June 2011, our
organization Maharogi Sewa Samiti has crossed a
landmark figure of benefitting 2.3 million marginalized
people like the leprosy afflicted, people with disabilities
and tribal populace through constructive programs.
This was only possible because of the valuable
contributions received by benevolent contributors like
you who supported us through various means.
MSS continues to train people with different disabilities
and unemployed youth in poverty infested areas for
generating better livelihood.
This necessitates us to equip ourselves with better
tools to combat poverty, stigma and unemployment.
To venture forward with new optimism, we have
planned to raise a constructive Corpus Fund worth Rs.
55 Crores, which will give us an annual interest worth
Rs. 4.4 Crores.
The interest received from this fund titled “Samaj
Pragati Sahyog Nidhi” will not only ensure adequate
financial security, stability and progress of the various
projects, but also help us focus on our future goals.
Please take note that Government of India has been
kind enough to approve the 100% exemption from
Income Tax under Section 35AC / 80GGA(2)(b)(b) for
the initial 27.5 Crores. The last date of the exemption is
March 31, 2012. Hence, we are focusing all our
energies to raise maximum amount before that. We
seek your kind assistance in the following matters:
We, hereby, most hopefully, appeal to you to come
forward whole heartedly and help us spread the word
around to your friends, family, colleagues and
employees. I am sure you will un-hesitatingly help this
organization to regain its financial health by donating
generously and whole heartedly towards creation of a
constructive corpus. We cordially invite you to visit
Anandwan once again, our “Paradise of, for & by the
Underprivileged”.
For details and contact please visit MSSO website
http://www.anandwan.in/
Thanks and Regards,
Dr. Sheetal Amte, India
Email: vikasamte@anandwan.in
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Go Green with your next copy of

Save the Children Study

MF Newsletter in Electronic Format

Save the Children is an international NGO working for
As requested in some past newsletters, if you have not
done, you may sign up for email delivery of future
issues of the Maharashtra Foundation’s (MF) newsletter.
Go Green and help MF in implementing cost effective,
quick communication tools and technology of today.

children's rights in 120 countries. It’s recent study
indicates 24 percent Indian kids go without food every
day. The study

was conducted in India, Nigeria,

Pakistan, Bangladesh and Peru (the five nations cover
more than half of the world's malnourished children). The

Please send your email address to:
Anirudha Kinare
Email: secretary@maharashtrafounadtion.org

survey revealed that nearly 30 percent of Indian families
have been forced to cut back on food due to rising food
prices. In spite of

Your email address will only be used by MF for its
communication with you only, and will not be given to
anyone else.
- MF Board of Directors

India’s fast emerging economy, the

economic benefits are unequally experienced within the
country.
The report also highlighted that the family size is critical
in driving child hunger in India. The key findings from the
report revealed that approx. one in four in India and Peru
say that their children complain of insufficient food to eat.
Approx. 25% population in India say that their children

“ The value of a person resides in what he gives
and not in what he is capable of receiving. “

‘often’ or ‘sometimes’ go without food for a whole day.
And those families with three or more school-age children
in India, Peru, and Nigeria are most likely to report that
their children go hungry for whole days quite often.
- Vinata Kulkarni
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